
      
What makes WES Systeme Electronic unique

We offer you operator terminals that
- stand out from the crowd
- take your wishes and requirements into account
- and have an attractive, CI-compliant layout.

We also offer you customized industrie monitors and input devices 
such as trackballs and keyboards.

           - WES is additionally an authorized Elo Touch Solutions distributor. 

We guarantee high quality products and components, competent advice 
and cost transparency right from the start.

Give us a call!
If you have any questions, please call 06187 9256 11 Mo.-Fr. from 9.00-17.00.
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Customer-specific operator terminal
for installation in a wall.

custom touchpad

custom trackball

Customized operator terminal 
for TSM - Toolserver Modular.

Customer-specific, height-adjustable kiosk terminals for outdoor use for weighing complete trucks 
and passenger cars including cargo.

Customer-specific operator terminal with 
19" touchscreen monitor, emergency stop switch, 
buttons, silicone keyboard and support arm.

Customized operator terminals & input devices 

Customer-specific machine operator terminal with touch monitor 
for innovative high-speed scanners.

Custom workstations for production.

Customized 
operator terminals
 
High quality products 
and components

operator terminal with 19” touchmonitor, buttons & emergency stop, keyboard

operator terminals | monitors |  kiosk terminals | trackballs | keyboards | joysticks
Customized operator terminals 
                For many years, WES has been developing, producing and selling 
                          both simple and very sophisticated customer-specific operator 
terminals (HMI) at a high quality level. 
Our clientele includes well-known global companies as well as smaller companies.

What distinguishes us from other providers?
Heartblood! 
We don't do things by halves! 
When we take on a development assignment, we are aware of our responsibility.
We're doing everything we can to keep our promises.

We think ahead!
During the development phase, we already have the entire subsequent process chain in mind 
in order to keep your "total costs" as low as possible. 
We work cost-conscious from the outset in your interest! 
Nothing is more expensive than endless rectifications. 
That's why you'd rather work with us right away, 
because 35 years of know-how can be involved.

Production from 1 piece!
WES Systeme Electronic has beside the ranges design, development, prototype 
construction the production of small to medium-sized quantities under one roof. 
We don't need "big numbers" and manufacture customized for you from 1 piece.

Your make or buy decision at component level!
You alone decide whether you want WES to manufacture the operating terminal 
at the end, outsource it to third parties or produce it yourself. 
We support you in every decision phase.... that's WES.             

+49 (0)6187 9256 0
info@wes-electronic.de
Philipp-Reis-Str. 10, 61130 Nidderau

customized operator terminals | monitors | kiosk terminals
trackballs | keyboards | joysticks

www.wes-electronic.de

specialist for customized operator terminals
and industrial touch solutions
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